The Future of Academic Freedom
Edited by Louis Menand
“How we define and protect academic freedom is a matter of great importance not only for universities, but for society as a whole. Louis Menand’s book represents a significant and timely contribution. It offers fresh insights and ideas on a subject that is much in need of serious, systematic thinking.”—Neil L. Rudenstine, president, Harvard University
Cloth $24.95 256 pages

Curriculum as Conversation
TRANSFORMING TRADITIONS OF TEACHING AND LEARNING
Arthur N. Applebee
“Applebee’s central point, the need to teach ‘knowledge in context,’ is absolutely crucial for the hopes of any reformed curriculum. His experience and knowledge give his voice an authority that makes many of the current proposals on both the left and right seem shallow by comparison.”—Gerald Graff, University of Chicago
Paper $12.95 158 pages
Cloth edition available

The Making of the Modern University
INTELLECTUAL TRANSFORMATION AND THE MARGINALIZATION OF MORALITY
Julie A. Reuben
“Julie Reuben has written a deeply researched and eloquently argued study of the creation of the research university, showing how its religious foundation was by the 1920s replaced by ideals of science, secularity, and cosmopolitanism. . . . She offers a brilliant analysis of and reflection upon the moral and intellectual implications of this history.”—Thomas Bender, New York University
*Paper $18.95 376 pages

Now in Paper

Shakespeare’s Politics
Allan Bloom
“A very good book indeed . . . one which can be recommended to all who are interested in Shakespeare.”—G. P. V. Akrigg
Paper $10.95 160 pages

Patrick White Letters
Edited by David Marr
“White used to ask his friends to burn his letters. . . . It’s a tribute to David Marr’s skills and perseverance that after completing a biography of White, he actually obtained White’s permission to edit the letters. He has done it well.”
—Claude Rawson, New York Times
Book Review
Paper $35.00 688 pages 10 line drawings

On the Heights of Despair
E. M. Cioran
Translated and with an Introduction by Ilene Zarifopol-Johnston
“This is self-pity as epigram, the sort of dyspeptic pronouncement that gets most people kicked out of bed but that has kept Mr. Cioran going for the rest of his life.”—Judith Shulevitz, New York Times Book Review
Paper $10.95 150 pages
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A Statement of Editorial Policy

PMLA welcomes essays of interest to those concerned with the study of language and literature. As the publication of a large and heterogeneous association, the journal is receptive to a variety of topics, whether general or specific, and to all scholarly methods and theoretical perspectives. The ideal PMLA essay exemplifies the best of its kind, whatever the kind; addresses a significant problem; draws out clearly the implications of its findings; and engages the attention of its audience through a concise, readable presentation. Manuscripts in languages other than English are accepted for review but must be accompanied by a detailed summary in English (generally of 1,000-1,500 words) and must be translated into English if they are recommended to the Editorial Board. Articles of fewer than 2,500 words or more than 9,000 words are not considered for publication. The word count includes notes but excludes works-cited lists and translations, which should accompany foreign language quotations. The MLA urges its contributors to be sensitive to the social implications of language and to seek wording free of discriminatory overtones.

Only members of the association may submit articles to PMLA. Each article submitted is sent to at least one consultant reader and one member of the Advisory Committee. Articles recommended by these readers are then sent to the members of the Editorial Board, who meet periodically with the editor to make final decisions. Until a final decision is reached, the author’s name is not made known to consultant readers, to members of the Advisory Committee and the Editorial Board, or to the editor. Because the submission of an article simultaneously to more than one refereed journal can result in duplication of the demanding task of reviewing the manuscript, it is PMLA’s policy not to review articles that are under consideration by other journals. An article found to have been submitted elsewhere will not be published in PMLA even if it has already been accepted for publication by the Editorial Board.

Submissions, prepared according to The MLA Style Manual, should be sent in duplicate and addressed to the Managing Editor, PMLA, Modern Language Association, 10 Astor Place, New York, NY 10003-6981. With each submission please include a self-addressed envelope and enough postage for both copies to be returned. Authors’ names should not appear on manuscripts; instead, a cover sheet, with the author’s name and address and the title of the article, should accompany each manuscript. Authors should not refer to themselves in the first person in the submitted text or notes if such references would identify them; any necessary references to the author’s previous work, for example, should be in the third person.

Criticism in Translation

MLA members are invited to submit to the PMLA Editorial Board proposals for translations. Articles, as well as chapters or sections of books that can function as independent units, will be considered. The originals may be in any language. Two types of proposals are welcome: (1) significant scholarship from earlier periods that has not lost its forcefulness and whose retrieval in English in PMLA would be a noteworthy event for a broad body of readers or (2) contemporary work of sufficient weight and potential influence to merit the attention of the field as a whole. A member who wishes to make a proposal should first ascertain that no previous English translation exists. The proposer should then provide the managing editor with the following materials: (1) a photocopy of the original essay, (2) an extended summary of the entire essay in English, (3) an introductory statement of approximately 1,000 words, prepared in accordance with MLA style, that will be published with the essay if the essay is accepted, (4) information on the copyright status of the original (if the translation is accepted for publication, the proposer will be responsible for obtaining permission to print it). In addition, if the proposer wishes to serve as translator of the essay or to designate a translator (who must also be an MLA member), a 1,000-word sample of the translation should be submitted; otherwise the Editorial Board will select a translator. The translated essays should normally not exceed PMLA’s 9,000-word limit. The Editorial Board will approve or decline the proposals, evaluate the quality of the translations, and cooperate with the proposers and translators.
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